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Abstract 

A lathe machine is a machine device which holds the work-piece between two inflexible and solid backings called 

focuses or in a throw or face plate which rotates. The cutting device is inflexibly held and bolstered in a device post 

which is encouraged against the rotating work. The ordinary cutting tasks are performed with the cutting apparatus 

encouraged either parallel or at right edges to the hub of the work. The cutting apparatus may likewise be encouraged at 

a point in respect to the pivot of work for machining decreases and edges [1], [2]. 
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Introduction 

Lathe Machine is one of the most adaptable and generally utilized machine instruments everywhere throughout the 

world. It is normally known as the mother of all other machine instrument. The principle capacity of a machine is to 

expel metal from an occupation to give it the required shape and size. The activity is secure1y and rigid1y held in the 

toss or in the middle of focuses on the machine and after that turn it against a solitary point cutting instrument which 

wi1l expel meta1 from the activity as chip [3], [4]. A motor machine is the most essential and least complex type of the 

machine. It gets its name from the early machines, which acquired their capacity from motors. Other than the 

straightforward turning activity as portrayed above, machine can be utilized to do different tasks likewise, for example, 

boring, reaming, exhausting, decrease turning, knurling, screw thread cutting, granulating and so on. 

The lathe is an accurate and versatile machine on which many operations can be performed. These operations are: Plain 

Turning and Step Turning, Facing, Parting, Drilling, Reaming, Boring, Knurling, Grooving , Threading , Forming , 

Chamfering ,  and Taper Turning [5], [6]. 
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                                                              Figure: 1 

Result and Conclusion 

In this paper, an investigation has been done on machine to think about its versatility, unwavering quality and cost 

decrease. A fundamental structure of machine has been made and examination has been finished. The machine will be 

cost effective and can be amassed and disassemble as per the utilization which will build the versatility of the machine 

and can be effectively conveyed. The common specialists who can't manage the cost of the regular machine can 

purchase this machine and can play out their machining activity viably. The proposed machine can decrease the capital 

expense of machining diminishing the work cost. The machine would be anything but difficult to deal with due to its 

versatility and movability and can without much of a stretch be kept up. In light of its transportability and little in size it 

will devour less control than customary machines and simultaneously will be straightforward and reduced performing 

24 diverse machining tasks. 
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